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Q.l Choose and Tick (y)the correct answer.
1. Debug is the process of 

a) Creating bugs in
program

2. Turbo C++ can compile.

\
.
f
r b) Identifying removing c) Identifying/errors d) Removing errors 

errors
^f&V’V' c++yj

a) C++Programs only b) C& C++ programs c) Turbo C program, only d) TurboC++ programs only 
3. .exe file a produced by the .exe

d) Interpretera) Linker
4. Pre-Processbr directives starts with the symbol.

a) %
5. Computer ilnderstands only, 

a) C language
6. Errors in programs are called, 

a) Bugs
7. Variable are created in

b) Loader c) Cpmpiler
/^c^lL^lX+O^Pre-processor’

c>$ d) #b)@

c) Machine language d) All of theseb) Fortran

c) Wrong statement d) All of theseb) Mistakes

d) Cache 

d) = =

c) Hard diskb) ROMa) RAM
8. Which of the following operators has lowest precedence.

b) +19. a+=b is equivalent to=
c) =a) !

_<c_><Ua+=b I
d) b=b+a
----Jt?"
d) None of these

d) fom-

c) a=a+bb) a=+b
10. The scope of static variable is like, 

a) Local
11. Void oc< upies how many bytes in/memory.

b) one

a) b+=a

b) Globdl c) void

c) twoa) zero
12. The ope ator that needs one operand is called.

bY Binary d) All of these
d^djb-u

d) All of the^

d) Both (b) and (c)
ji tt jfyjj 

d) !_
real vlue storeC/T")

d) Long •

c) Ternarya) Unary
13. Which <Jf the following is increment operator.

c) +1• b) ++
ession gives true or false result is called.

b) Logical

a) +
14. The exp 

a) Arithrfietic
15. Which of the following is not logical operator.

c) Relational

c) IIb)<
16. Which fvpe of variable can store real values.

b) Char

a) &&

c) Floata) Integ 
17. printffy 

a) Text

er
.ir/^U>'printf()function can show

d) All of these
_^_l/UclLc^getche( ) function 

d) Conio.h

d)\t
__ ___

c) Constantsb) Variable
18. The function getche ( ) is defined in;

b) string.h c) math.ha) stdio h
19. The es ;ape sequence for backspace is.

c)\\b) \b
keywords

a) \i
20. C language has 

a) 50 d) 30c) 32b) 45
, ************************************************************************
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j: 2:30 Hours Marks: 80M SECTION-I
iy ^ (so)Q. 1 Write short answers to any twenty five (25) questions.

1. What is computer program.
2. What is high level language.
3. What is machine language.
4. What is language translator.
5. What is compiler.
6. What is pre-processor.
7. What is main function.
8. What is bugs & debugging.
9. What is a variable.
10. What is meant by data type.
11. What are different types of operators.
12. What is increment operator.
13. What is AN D operator.
14. What is printf() function.
15. What is input statement.
16. What is if statement.
17. What is meant by selection structure.
18. What is switch statement.
19. What is a loop.
2Q. What is while loop.
211. Differentiate between linker & .loader.
22. What is meant by flowchart.
2$. What is variable initialization.
24. What is arithmetic operator.
25. What is progi-amming cycle.
26. Define Linking
27. What is constant.
28. What is C statement.
29. What is meant by statement.
30. What is source program.
31. Define turbos IDE.
32. What is comments.
|3. Define string
34. What is meant by post fix increment.
35. List different types of programming language.
36. What is statement terminator.
37. What are delimeters

_ ^ Xu 1

Increment operator 
- îA./TaND 

-^.Ucr printf ( )

‘ .^iXi^if
t **.

I/-selection structure 
_ .> [/* U<£_.

i ** V

~£~\f while loop

variable initialization 
arithmetic operator 

_ J (/* Dai-

i/

v

y

«
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-tjfja/J iDEyi

_a^j1/>Uai,post fix ^increment

t ' ** .

■

_ <c_ j / Uai_ d eli m ete r
SECTION-II

(30)
biU/U^ &

f^ote: Attempt any three (3) questions in detail.
1 Q. 2 Differentiate between high level language & low level language.

Q, 3 What is programming error & what are the types of programing errors;_ ^ f

_ U U j ^1 tiuA1U-1/

while loop^jldo-while loop

3. 4 How many types of operators are available in C.
3.5 Differentiate between do-while loop & while loop.1

Q. 6 Differentiate between if-else statement & if else if statement.
_ (_/ f'Q I * 0/J~ if-else if statement vjl if-else statement

J
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